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http://elections.nytimes.com/2012/results/president

Obama wins popular vote by 3,006,428 

Mitt flips just 2 states

George Bush received 
62,039,073 votes in 

2004, and earned 286 
electoral votes
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http://freedomslighthouse.net/2012-presidential-
election-electoral-vote-map/

electoral votes
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Like it or not …
The hill, and the climb is just that much higher
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Presidential Election History

http://freedomslighthouse.net/2012-presidential-election-
electoral-vote-map/

Mitt flips 2 states (IN & NC), loses 
by 3+ million popular votes

Bush wins 286 electoral 
college votes, Kerry loses 
popular vote by 3+ millionby 3  million popular votes popular vote by 3+ million
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Obama flips 9 states, wins 
with 365 electoral votes, 
McCain loses popular vote 
by 8+ million

Bush wins electoral college 
with 271 votes, loses popular 
vote by 500,000 to Al Gore
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2012 Presidential Tossups
Obama went 7 for 7, you win going 7 for 7
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2012 Presidential Election Map – County-by-
County Results (As of 11/8/12)

Rural vs. Urban vs. Coast vs. Rust Belt
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2012 Presidential Election Map
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Presidential Results
GOP had to get out 2 million more voters than 2008 and they didn’t do it

8,321,971 less

1,782,401 less

GOP had to get out 2 million more voters than 2008 and they didn t do it

George Bush received 62,039,073 votes in 2004
No surprise here

Obama batted 9 for 10, you win batting .900
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National Senate Races

 Epic Failure for GOP in the Senate – lost two seats, some thought they could win 10

GOP meltdown is proof voters reject their agenda –
Harry Reid
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Of the 23 Democrat Senate seats in play, 
Republicans won one; lost three of their own seats; 
no Democrat incumbent lost – Harry Reid Likes this 



Key Senate Races

“ GO ’ i f i“But the GOP’s bigger problem was a failure 
of candidates.  In 11 states, the Republican 
Senate candidate underperformed Mr. 
Romney”  WSJ, Kimberley Strassel 
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National House Election Overview

GOP has won 8 
of the past 10of the past 10 
Congressional 
elections
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National House Election Overview

 Republicans won or are winning 
in 236 of the 435 House seats, 
down just six from the midterm, 
achieved despite losing five seatsachieved despite losing five seats 
because of partisan redistricting 
in Illinois and another five in 
California” – wsj, mike barone
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State Races
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National Governor Races

Continued Republican success at the gubernatorial
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Continued Republican success at the gubernatorial 
level, where they held every seat up for re-election, 
and won North Carolina.  They now hold 30 states –
the biggest majority in 12 years, also hold majority 

of state general assemblies 



Republicans control the 
governorship and both houses of the 

state legislature in 23 states, the 
Democrats in 14 states, with only 12 

states sharing power. (Nebraska’s 
unicameral legislature is considered  nonpartisan.)
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http://images.politico.com/global/2012/11/2012_post_election_sosni
k_1182012.html



2012 Key Ballot Measures

 Marriage equality measures pass in Washington, Maryland, Maine; gay marriage ban fails in Minnesota; 
marijuana legalization passes in Washington, Oregon, Colorado; GMO-labeling mandate fails in California;

+ 4 I think
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Connecticut 2012
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Connecticut Overview
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Connecticut Presidential Overview
By County
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Connecticut U.S. Senate Results
by County
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Connecticut U.S. House Results
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Quiet Corner Local Results
State Senate District 29 

2012
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Quiet Corner Local Results
State House District Results

32% 68%
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Election Analysis
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Top 10 Reasons Obama Won
Contrary to myth liberalism is not a political

1. GOP incompetence, but of course 
2. Low information voters 
3. Giving people free stuff, dependency works – auto workers, unions, free

Contrary to myth, liberalism is not a political 
ideology but a pseudo-religion — or rather, it is a 
substitute for traditional religion

3. Giving people free stuff, dependency works auto workers, unions, free 
contraceptives for single woman, food stamps, unemployment extensions, etc

4. Class and social warfare works, and no one demagogues better than us
5. Got lucky with a hurricane, and a sloppy hug from a fat man, not in a bathtub y , ppy g ,
6. Stalled Benghazi, whew, thank’s Main Stream Media and Sandy
7. Likability – especially with the Democrat’s new coalition of Urban/Metro, woman, 

minority (Blacks, Hispanics, Asians) and young voters; Romney was stiff, the 
public didn’t warm to him; acceptable to independents, but not so much

8. Massive army of volunteers/union members armed with his Obama’s vision for 
America to convince family, friends and neighbors to vote Obama – they turned out 
3 illi th th GOP3 million more than the GOP  

9. Focused disciplined ground game, identified 2008 voters, held them in line, and 
turned them out (92% or 8 million less, but enough to win)

10 Jim Messina’s “Grand Bet” early negative high dollar campaign that started in10. Jim Messina s Grand Bet   - early negative high dollar campaign that started in 
May, and targeted/savaged Romney’s character, business ethics and wealth
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He won because enough voters still believe in him with a quasi religious fervor, making the 
actual content of many of his policies largely irrelevant to them.



A Nation of Dependants
Free Stuff Works
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Be careful what you wish for
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Top 20 Reasons why Romney lost?
As heard and read from the left and right pundits

1. Obama kept 92% of his 2008 electorate, bested 
Romney by 3 million votes, earned 50.5% of the 
electorate, & 326 Electoral college votes winning 27
states (see number 10 below)

11. Demagoguery and lying works  - one of 
the nastiest campaigns in history 

12. Sandy and Chris – interrupted Romney’s 
momentum, took Benghazi to page 4; exit 
polls show 9% of electorate only decided( )

2. Turnout – GOP voters did not deliver; down from 
McCain 2008 (1.8 million), and 4 million from 
Bush 2004 (Obama was down ~8 million voters 
from 2008, & GOP still couldn’t win)

polls show, 9% of electorate only decided  
days before Tuesday

13. Did not force Benghazi, Fast & Furious, 
crony capitalism, etc – too passive in 
debates  2 & 3

14 Th U i ti l l i Ohi3. Likability – Obama yes, Romney not so much; in 
today’s society, hip and cool trumps incompetence; 
you can win an election with 7.9% & rising 
unemployment, less than 2% GDP, foreign policy 
in shambles, $1 trillion deficits, now and forever

14. The Unions, particularly in Ohio
15. Overly cautious strategy, especially down 

the stretch
16. GOTV software went down on election 

day – go figurein shambles, $1 trillion deficits, now and forever
4. Low Information voters
5. Romney couldn’t articulate the morality of 

conservatism, it was a “second language”  (ck)
6 It’s the demographics stupid a tectonic shift

17. Mormonism – turned off evangelicals and 
Catholics (don’t believe exit polls bear this 
out, need to check)

18. Lack of money early – required 
fundraising vice politicking in key states, 6. It s the demographics stupid – a tectonic shift, 

2008 was not an outlier, it’s the trend (dm)
7. Media Bias – more blatant than ever, a fixture  
8. Class warfare works , Giving people free stuff 

works

g p g y
couldn’t blunt early attack ads  

19. Bruising GOP primary - moved him too 
far right, the pivot became the lies; 
drained funds to compete in the General 
election post Aprilworks  

9. Romney was too moderate, too conservative, too 
wonky, to extreme 

10. The GOP is incompetent 

20. Too old, too white, too angry, too male 
(opponent mantra every election)
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 The final electoral college count gave President Obama a wide 332 to 206 margin 
over Romney. 270 electoral college votes are needed to win the Presidency.

1. Romney lost New Hampshire’s 4 electoral college votes by a margin of 40,659 Obama won1. Romney lost New Hampshire s 4 electoral college votes by a margin of 40,659 Obama won 
with 368,529 to Romney’s 327,870.

2. Romney lost Florida’s 29 electoral college votes by a margin of 73,858, Obama won with 
4,236,032 to Romney's 4,162,174.

3. Romney lost Ohio’s 18 electoral college votes by a margin of 103,481, Obama won with3. Romney lost Ohio s 18 electoral college votes by a margin of 103,481, Obama won with 
2,697,260 to Romney’s 2,593,779

4. Romney lost Virginia’s 13 electoral college votes by a margin of 115,910, Obama won with 
1,905,528 to Romney’s 1,789,618.

 Add the 64 electoral college votes from this switch of 333 908 votes in these four keyAdd the 64 electoral college votes from this switch of 333,908 votes in these four key 
states to Romney’s 206, remove them from Obama’s 332, and Romney defeats 
Obama 270 to 268.

 Overall, voter turnout was down, from 131 million in 2008 to 122 million in 2012. 
Obama on 7 6 million fe er otes than he did in 2008 and Romne on 1 3 millionObama won 7.6 million fewer votes than he did in 2008, and Romney won 1.3 million 
fewer than McCain in 2008.

 Romney improved his vote total's over McCain's by the slightest amount in three of 
these four states, but in Ohio, he actually had 81,000 fewer votes than McCain in 
2008.
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The New Demographics

 Demographic Anecdotes:
1. Fewer people voted in 2012 than 2008 
2. President’s share of the vote was down in every state except two – Mississippi and Hawaii y p pp
3. Obama earned:  7.8 million less white voters:  1.6 million fewer African-Americans, 1.8 

fewer millennials (aged 19-25), and 4 million fewer woman votes
4. Whites - Obama lost by 20 points among white voters (down two points from 2008), but 

their declining numbers equate to a waning share of the voters and therefore influencetheir declining numbers equate to a waning share of the voters and therefore influence
5. Woman – went for Obama by 11 points with 55% of voter share down 1 point from 2008
6. College Graduates – Obama 50%, no change from 2008 
7. Middle Class Income – Obama won 46%, down 3 points from 2008p
8. Obama’s share of Latino vote rose 4 points to 71%, bringing him 700,000 additional votes 
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The New Demographics

Exit poll anecdotes:
 53% of voters believed Mr. Romney’s policies would “generally favor the rich”; 

they favored Obama 87% to 10%y
 59% of voters believed the economy was the #1 issue, Romney only won 51% to 

Obama’s 47% of the vote
 For 21% of the voters who thought “cares about people like me” as a most 

important issue, 81% went for Obama, 18% for Romney
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2012 Presidential Elections
Voter Turnout

Hispanics constituted 10Hispanics constituted 10 
percent of the electorate this 
year. If Mitt Romney had 
received the 44 percent of the 
Hispanic vote that George W. 
Bush obtained in 2004, he’d 
be moving into the White A 44 i t diff g
House in January. In key 
swing states, the Hispanic 
vote was crushing: 58 to 40 in 
Florida, 87 to 10 in Colorado, 
80 to 17 in Nevada, and 66 to 
31 in Virginia.

A 44 point difference
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2012 Presidential Elections
Exit Polls 
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18-29 year olds 



2012 Presidential Elections
Exit Polls
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2012 Presidential Elections
Exit Polls 
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Exit Poll
Demographics
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Analysis of the losers 
Where do the Elephants go from here

 Do they become more moderate or more 
conservative? – a fundamental question 

 How do they deal with the social issues: same 
/ i b i l li i f

“A big reason I will win a second term,” he 
told the Des Moines Register just before the 
election, “is because the Republican 
nominee and Republican Party have so 

sex/gay marriage, abortion, legalization of 
marijuana, gays in the military, etc 

 How do they expand the coalition, what will 
they give on?   

p y
alienated the fastest-growing demographic 
group in the country, the Latino 
community.”
Somewhere along the way, the Party of 
Lincoln became in the eyes of an ever

 Immigration Policy  - path to 
Citizenship/Amnesty for illegal aliens (what is the 
right solution to immigration?)

 Tax Increases 

Lincoln became, in the eyes of an ever-
growing segment of America, the Party of 
Aging, White (Straight), Embittered Men 
given to fits of delusion.
The Republican coalition is the same coalition

 Raising the debt limit
 Sequestration 
 Defense spending

 How will they deal with the shifting 

The Republican coalition is the same coalition 
as it’s been for years: culturally conservative, 
small government, lower taxes, pro-family, pro-
life and strong national defense,” said Gary 
Bauer, president of American Values, an 

li l “I d ’t k f thi i
y g

demographics?
 Abortion  - became a significant MSM 

discussion point against the GOP, they need to 
become smarter at articulating their faith

evangelical group. “I don’t know of anything in 
that agenda that we would want to drop.”

There are those of us who feel that had we been 
more "moderate" we might have won and there 
are those of us who feel that our conservativebecome smarter at articulating their faith 

within the framework of public policy 
 What becomes of the leadership Boehner and 

McConnell? 
11/13/2012 43

are those of us who feel that our conservative 
message was distorted by  the Democrats so we 
were considered "too extreme" by independents 
and unaffiliated, and "not strong and clear 
enough" in defining our conservative message".



Immigration
A GOP Problem?
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Tea Party Response

“What we got was a weak moderate candidate, hand-
picked by the Beltway elites and country-club 
establishment wing of the Republican Party. The 
Presidential loss is unequivocally on themPresidential loss is unequivocally on them.

“While it might take longer to restore America’s 
founding principles with President Obama back in 
office, we are not going away.

“With the catastrophic loss of the Republican elite’s 
hand-picked candidate – the tea party is the last best 
hope America has to restore America’s founding 
principles.principles.

“Our work begins again today. We will turn our 
attention back to Congress, to fight the battles that lie 
ahead including balancing the budget, repealing 
Obamacare c tting the debt holding the line on theObamacare, cutting the debt, holding the line on the 
debt ceiling, and the many other issues that will arise 
to threaten America.” – Jenny Beth Martin, National 
Coordinator of Tea Party Patriots
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Where does the QCTPP go from here? 

 Short Term Local 

1. Continue to interact, and nicely 
educate our family, friends, and 

 Long Term Local

1. Local & State level changes via 
the ballot

neighbors via discussion, letterst to the 
editors, Facebook, email, etc

2. Continue to make inroads in local 
RTCs /DTCs; take control/ advocate

2. Younger voters via outreach
3. Civic Education:  Founding 

Fathers and Constitution  --
Hi h S h l HiRTCs /DTCs; take control/ advocate 

for fiscal responsibility, rule of law, 
free markets, etc

3. Assist/Find good local candidates to 

High School History 
curriculum  

4. $1,000 college scholarship ??
5 Constitution Day Celebrationg

run, early recruitment, actively 
participate in search committee 

4. Continue to fight statism (Tu ne cede 

5. Constitution Day Celebration
6. Yearly Making of America
7. Others TBD

malis)
5. Partner/Participate other like minded 

organizations, build a good reputation 
6 C ti t fi ht f th l f l

The Tea Party has 10+ U.S. 
Senators, and 50+ U.S. House 
members who advocate our 6. Continue to fight for the rule of law, 

fiscal responsibility, free markets
7. Others TBD
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values; we’ve existed for less than 
four years



Mark Levin 
A good loser is a loser forever

"We conservatives, we do not accept bipartisanship in the pursuit of tyranny. Period. 
We will not negotiate the terms of our economic and political servitude. Period. We 
will not abandon our children to a dark and bleak future. We will not accept a fate 
that is alien to the legacy we inherited from every single future generation in this 
country. We will not accept social engineering by politicians and bureaucrats who 
treat us like lab rats, rather than self-sufficient human beings. There are those in 
this country who choose tyranny over liberty They do not speak for us 57 million ofthis country who choose tyranny over liberty. They do not speak for us, 57 million of 
us who voted against this yesterday, and they do not get to dictate to us under our 
Constitution.

We are the alternative. We will resist. We're not going to surrender to this. We will not 
be passive, we will not be compliant in our demise. We're not good losers, you better 
believe we're sore losers! A good loser is a loser forever. Now I hear we're called 
' i t ' C ti ll d i t Th l h k i ti'purists.' Conservatives are called purists. The very people who keep nominating 
moderates, now call us purists the way the left calls us purists. Yeah, things like 
liberty, and property rights, individual sovereignty, and the Constitution, and 
capitalism. We're purists now. And we have to hear this crap from conservatives, or p p p
pseudo-conservatives, Republicans." --Mark Levin
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"Eternal vigilance is the price of 
liberty." -- Wendell Phillips, 
(1811-1884)
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